
Pro Tools III Review
Intro:

Interested in the latest developments in hard disk audio? Looking at Sadie,
Sonic Solutions, and the rest? Well you definitely need to take a good look at
the latest system from Digidesign! The popular Pro Tools system has just
been relaunched as Pro Tools III, featuring lots more tracks, and offering
flexible upgrade paths to increase the number of tracks to 48, and the number
of i/o channels to 64!

The basic audio card now includes a SCSI accelerator which will support
recording and playback of up to 16 tracks of audio at once from a single hard
disk drive.  Then you get a second card containing a DSP Farm for signal
processing linked to the first via their TDM 'daughterboards'. The SCSI
accelerator provides a second SCSI chain independent from the Mac's SCSI
bus, thus reducing the 'workload' on the CPU and improving system
performance. This all compares very favourably with the previous system
where you needed a separate System Accelerator card for expanded systems,
plus four audio cards to get 16 tracks, and extra cards for the TDM/DSP
Farm, which almost certainly meant that you would need a Digidesign NuBus
Expansion Chassis, especially if you wanted to use any SampleCell II or other
cards to support stuff like extra monitors. Then you can choose between the
(more affordable) 882 interface which has eight analogue ins and eight outs
using 1/4" jacks, plus stereo digital S/PDIF inputs and outputs, and the (much
more expensive) 888 interface which features eight XLR analogue ins and
outs, plus eight digital ins and outs, plus eight bargraph LED meters.

Digidesign very kindly supplied a demo system for me to try out over the
Christmas Holiday period, and as you can imagine, I spent every spare
moment playing around with the system to see whether it would be worth
shelling out the extra cash for in the New Year. I also managed to call most of
the people in the USA who are producing third-party products for use with
the system, as well as various people at Digidesign USA. So let's see how
everything turned out!

General Features:

First, let's go through some of the more important features of the new
system, many of which use the TDM bus. This is a 256-channel, 24-bit time-
division-multiplexing digital audio bus that provides communication links
between the Pro Tools Audio Card and Digital Farm, SampleCell II, the
Lexicon NuVerb, and any other TDM compatible devices. TDM can handle
any sample rate between 32 and 50 kHz, and provides a full-featured 'virtual'
digital mixing environment with 16 internal busses, plus mono or stereo
Submasters and Masters to let you control submix or output mix levels.
Stereo mix busses can be created across any pair of Audio Interface outputs,
and sends can be routed either to the audio interface outputs, or to any of the
internal busses.



• PT III Mix, Edit and Transport windows

PTIII in theory lets you create up to 55 tracks per disk i/o card which you can
record to and cue up for playback. However, there are practical limitations to
the number of tracks you can actually create - according to the number of
DSP chips you have available, and the number of effects inserts and returns
you are actually using. Also, any extra tracks you create above the 16 'real'
ones you can use with a 'core' system cannot all be played back
simultaneously.  These others are referred to as 'virtual tracks' because they
provide virtually all of the functionality of real tracks except for this
limitation. To choose which tracks will playback, you use either the Voice
selector, or the on-screen track placement priority. The way this works is that
the leftmost track in the Mix window (or the topmost track in the Edit
window) has priority over other tracks with the same voice assignment. As
long as you arrange the priority of your tracks appropriately, you can assign
lower priority tracks to the same voice. If you enable the 'Mute Frees Voice'
command in the Options Menu, then muting a higher priority track assigned
to a particular voice will not only disable playback of that track, but will also
surrender control of its voice to the next highest priority track. Only the track
with the highest priority of those assigned to the same voice will play back at
any one time. Dynamic voice allocation lets lower priority tracks on a
particular voice play back when a 'hole' with no audio present opens up on a
higher priority track. As a result of this flexibility, PTIII can often act as



though it has many more than 16 tracks available - which is a real advantage
over conventional systems.

PTIII with TDM supports both hardware and software inserts. You connect
hardware inserts such as outboard signal processors to available inputs and
outputs of your interface, and you put software inserts in the TDM Plug-Ins
folder inside the DAE folder to make them available within the Pro Tools III
software. Using TDM, you can have up to 5 inserts in-line on an audio track
or auxiliary return (assuming you have enough DSP power). When more
than one insert is used on a track, they process the audio in series, each effect
being added to the previous one, from first to last (in hierarchical order from
top to bottom in the Mix window). As a result, the order of your signal chain
when using inserts becomes important in order to maximise their effect. If
you are using analogue devices, for instance, you may wish to use a gate last
in the chain in order to reduce potential noise from any analogue devices in
the signal chain.

You can use the inserts in two ways - either singly in-line on an individual
audio track or auxiliary input, using the inserts popup menu on that track, or
as a 'shared resource' in a standard send and return arrangement with an
auxiliary return carrying signals bussed from several tracks to an effect
processor. Using the latter method, the effect is shared by several tracks at
once (with an individual send-level control for each channel), which allows
you to make more efficient use of your available DSP chips. Inserts can be
either mono or stereo, and stereo versions of DSP Plug-Ins are available for
use as inserts when using stereo Auxiliary Inputs. In addition, each of the
Mod Delay Plug-Ins can be utilized in a Mono In/Stereo Out mode which
allows you to "stereo-ize" the output of a mono track. A track made stereo in
this way will then have pan faders for controlling each channel of the stereo
signal. Any inserts that occur on a track after a stereo insert are automatically
stereo as well.

• Pro Tools III Mix window with a 4-band EQ plug-in window open.

There are three basic effects plug-ins provided with the core system.
Dynamics processing includes Compressor, Expander, Upward Expander,
Gate, and Peak Limiter options.



• PT III Dynamics

EQ processing is available in 1-band or 4-band versions, and Mod Delay
processing is available as Short Delay, Slap Delay, or Medium Delay. The
maximum delay time is available with the Medium Delay, which gives you up
to 367 milliseconds. All the delays have depth and rate controls which let you
apply modulation to create chorusing and flanging effects. It is also possible
to cascade delays on Inserts to get longer delay times, in which case you
would only apply feedback for repeats to the last delay in the chain.

• PT III 1-band EQ

Digidesign's D-Verb TDM Plug-In is a separately available piece of software
which offers seven different reverb algorithms, Plate, Hall, Cathedral, Room
1, Room 2, Ambience, and NonLinear, each with individually adjustable



parameters. It can function in both mono and stereo modes, and operates in
realtime.  Remember, you can use D-Verb as an individual 'in-line' effect on
an individual audio track or auxiliary input track, or as a 'shared resource' on
an Auxiliary Return track to apply reverb to several tracks at once while only
using up only one DSP chip.

• D-Verb

Plug-Ins give you real-time non-destructive effects, which process the audio
digitally. Of course, they use up DSP resources, so you can also permanently
apply an effect to any track by recording or bouncing the effect to disk. To
bounce tracks you just select the regions you want, then apply the Bounce To
Disk command from the File Menu. Alternatively, you can buss these tracks
back to disk track inputs and record them to disk with the effects being
applied. This is useful when you want to 'print effects to disk' - to
permanently record effects like EQ or Delay, then leaving you free to use
these effects on more tracks.

You do have to keep in mind that the number of Plug-Ins you can use at one
time in a Session depends on how many DSP chips are available in your
system. The DSP resources are used for both mixing functions and for Plug-In
signal processing. So, if you are using an on-screen mixer with many inputs,
you may not have enough DSP power left over to use as many Plug-Ins as
you would like. Two DSP chips are automatically dedicated to mixing, and if
you go over the basic mixer limits for two DSPs, the DSP Farm will
automatically begin allocating DSP resources from a third chip (if available),
leaving one less chip available for Plug-Ins.

Each specific type of Plug-In, whether EQ, Dynamics, Mod Delay, or
whatever, must run on its own DSP chip. This means that if you use only one



EQ and one Dynamics Plug-In, you have already used up all four DSP chips
on your Core System's DSP farm. You can run several of the same type of
Plug-In on one chip, such as a Compressor, Expander, and Gate, but the
moment you use another type, such as a 4-band EQ, you have allocated the
use of a second DSP chip. Also, a stereo plug-in such as the Mono In/Stereo
Out delay effects, requires twice as much DSP power to create as a mono
Plug-In. There are finite limitations on the number of effects you can use
within each type using a single chip:

• A single DSP will power up to 8 mono dynamics Plug-Ins or four
stereo Plug-Ins.

• A single DSP will power up to 24 total bands of mono EQ, including
both 1-band and 4-band), or 12 bands of Stereo EQ (including both 1-
band and 4-band).

• A single DSP will power a maximum of 2 short, 2 slap, and 2 medium
mono delays. For stereo useage, a single DSP will power a maximum
of 1 short, 1 slap, and 1 medium stereo delay.

The answer here is to buy more DSP Farm boards and link them in via TDM!
Of course, this means having enough NuBus slots available, or using an
expansion chassis. Thankfully, Master Faders don't require any extra DSP, so
you can use these to freely control Submix levels, Send/Bus output levels, and
so forth.

Talking about levels, Pro Tools' volume faders only adjust the monitoring
level of a track - not the recording input gain. To increase the signal level
rather than the monitoring level, you must adjust the level of the actual signal
before it reaches the Audio Interface - by pre-amplifying it with a dedicated
pre-amp, or through a high-quality mixing console. So you do need an
external mixer to use with your Pro Tools III system in most situations. For
small project studios, a Mackie 1604 or a Soundcraft Spirit mixer would do
nicely, and for larger setups, a Mackie or Soundcraft 8-bus mixer would
probably be ideal. So it's not all 'in the computer' yet! Serious professionals
may be interested in the idea of keeping everything digital once it has been
recorded into Pro Tools - all the way to DAT or CD, or to and from other
digital recording systems using the 888 interface. Options here are more
limited. Obvious choices might be the Yamaha DMC1000 or the DMP7D, with
synths and samplers coming in via the DMP7, DMP9 or DMP11 submixers
using the digital cascade. Unfortunately, the ProMix 01 is not a realistic choice,
as the sampling rate is fixed at 48 kHz, and it doesn't feature a digital cascade
output.

Setting Up:

The first stumbling block I had to overcome while setting up the system was
which hard drives to use. I have a fairly new 3 GB Micropolis A/V drive, but
this is not on Digidesign's recommended list. The DAC/Hitachi 650 MB drive
which I have been using for the last few years very successfully with my
original Sound Tools I system, and more recently with my Pro Tools 4-
channel system (using a System Accelerator and PostView software), simply
refused to work properly with Pro Tools III (as, by the way, did the PostView



2.12 software I have). I had thought I might be able to use the DAC drive to
work with at least 4 tracks of digital audio with Pro Tools III, although I
wouldn't have expected it to handle 16 tracks successfully. But what actually
happened is that it would freeze up the SCSI even when copying an audio file
to this drive from my internal drive, and the same thing happened while
trying to record. Worse still, when I tried to trash some files from this disk to
make space for new recordings, several folders disappeared from the disk,
and I had to connect it to my Mac's internal SCSI bus and use various disk
tools to recover what data I could, before reformatting the drive with
Transoft Corporation's SCSI Director. I put this down to a hard disk fault,
such as a corrupted directory, at first, and tried using the newly-formatted
drive again, but the same thing happened, so I had to conclude that this drive
was simply not at all compatible with the new SCSI accelerator part of Pro
Tools III. Luckily for me, Micropolis kindly supplied a pair of their excellent
1.7 GB 2217 A/V drives for me to use for the review, and these worked
straight away 'out-of-the-box' with no problems. Chas Smith from Digidesign
UK explained that they have tested just five different drive units, which they
now recommend for use as 16 track record/playback drives on PT III
systems. These are the aforementioned Micropolis 2217 A/V drives, the
Seagate Barracuda II 12550N, the Quantum Empire EM-2100, the IBM
0662S12, and the DEC DSP 3160. These drive mechanisms are used in most of
the re-badged drives available which are both currently and widely available
from MicroNet, Mirror, and many other vendors. The thinking here is to
recommend drives which are easy to get hold of just about anywhere, and
which represent the finest technology available with the required technical
specifications. I have to say that the Micropolis drives are absolutely first-rate,
and priced very affordably compared with some of the other options.

The next thought I had once my primary storage to hard disk was sorted out
was about backup and archiving. I wanted to try out various projects while I
had the system available, so I would need to remove the audio and any
associated files from the drives to make space for the next project. Currently I
am using 230Mb optical removable disks for general backups, and often
backup SDII files to my Sony DTC1000 DAT using Digidesign's DATa utility.
Unfortunately, the current version of DATa does not recognize the PTIII
hardware, although Mark at Digidesign's USA office told me that a new
version of DATa is being prepared at the moment. So my only option was to
back up to the opticals, which will only hold about ten four-minute tracks of
audio (remember - each mono track at 44.1 kHz needs 5MB of disk space for
every minute of audio). The best option to go for here would be the Grey
Matter Response MezzoMedia Archiving software, version 1.3, which is
compatible with the PTIII Disk I/O card as well as with the Mac SCSI port.
This software now works with tape drives such as the Hewlett-Packard 35470
(older, slower model), or the C1533 (newer, faster, recommended) DAT
drives, or the Exabyte 8500, 8505, or 8505XL drives. Of course, for more
robust and long-term archiving to CD-ROM, the new CD-R drives from JVC,
Sony, Yamaha and others make a very good option, and will also allow you
to make an audio CD for demo purposes, or to send away for pressing, with
suitable software. I will be looking at these systems in more detail in future
articles, which will spotlight software such as Digidesign's MasterList CD,
rival systems from Sonic Solutions, and software from OMI and others (which
will also let you create CD-ROM disks).



Finally, I decided to test the system running in a Second Wave NB4 NuBus
Expansion Chassis to see if it would work. Digidesign make their own NuBus
expansion chassis with 12 slots, using technology licensed from Second Wave,
and Second Wave offer 4 and 8 slot expansion chassis.  Neither Digidesign or
Second Wave have been able to test the Pro Tools cards running in the
Second Wave chassis, for what seem to be 'political' reasons. I have several
NuBus cards, including an E-Machines Futura LX 24-bit graphics accelerator,
an SCii ISDN card, and a RasterOps MoviePak Pro video digitizer, and
wondered if these would work with the PTIII cards and my SampleCell II
card. It turned out that the PTIII, SampleCell II, and the E-Machines Futura LX
card all worked perfectly well together in the Second Wave Chassis, with the
RasterOps and ISDN cards in my Quadra 950. I used Second Wave's 'NuTest'
utility software to interrogate the NuBus cards to make sure they were
installed correctly, and, interestingly, the Pro Tools III Audio Card identified
itself as a "Session 8 Audio Card", alongside the more appropriately-named
"DSP Farm Card", and "SampleCell II Card". I guess this might be what people
mean when they use the expression 're-purposing'!

Up & Running:

Once everything was installed and working OK, the first thing I checked out
was recording a DAT full of samples to hard disk using Sound Designer II
software with the PTIII hardware. This worked perfectly well recording onto
the Micropolis 2217 A/V - as expected. Sound Designer II version 2.8 has just
been released with a number of useful enhancements, although it remains
essentially the same piece of well-known waveform-editing software many of
us have grown familiar with over the many years it has been around. One of
the most important new features for multimedia users is that you can switch
off the dithering, which is automatically applied when you save files as 8-bit
versions. If you have processed your files with a plug-in such as the Waves L1
and used the L1's dithering algorithm to help get the highest quality 8-bit
audio, you then need to save the file in the correct 8-bit format. Previous
versions of SDII would not let you do this without automatically applying
SDII's dithering to the already-dithered file. In this case, however, I simply
wanted to get some drum samples off DAT to try out with PTIII. I recorded
the whole DAT into one SDII file, and then defined a region for each separate
drum loop. Then I used a neat piece of software called SampleSearch (written
in the UK by ex-SYCO man Mark Gilbert) to automatically save these regions
as separate SDII files.

Next, I chose to work with one of the demo sessions from the Digidesign CD-
ROM, and selected a track produced in New York by Dave LeBolt called
"Something For Certain" - featuring Elaine Caswell on vocals. I really liked the
music, and there were enough tracks being used to give me a proper feel for
how to work with a fairly ambitious PTIII project. I edited this session to use
just one Slap Delay on the Lead vocal and a couple of the other tracks, with a
few touches of EQ on the guitars - as I only had one DSP Farm, and two of
the DSP chips were already being used for mixing. Then I extended the mix,
using Cut and Paste techniques, and overdubbed rhythm and lead guitar
parts of my own. The editing took a bit of getting used to, as I wanted to
copy certain sections and repeat them further on to extend the music. With
the guitar, I did three or four takes, and was able to make a composite guitar
track from the best bits, using virtual tracks to run the extra guitar parts while



I worked out the edits, then combining the bits I wanted to use onto track 16 -
the only free 'real' track. Finally, it was a 'doddle' to isolate a few guitar notes
and phrases which I had played a little sloppily and re-position these so that
they were in time.

• PT III Edit Window

• PT III Send window

After three or four sessions I encountered a problem where the audio
stopped playing, and the software reported a DAE error due to disk
fragmentation. I checked the drive with Norton Utilities 3.1, and the Speed
Disk module reported 3.64% fragmentation, so I used Norton to sort the
problem out - although it took about an hour to do this. On another occasion,
one of my hard drives refused to come up when I turned the system on, and I
had to fix this with Central Point's DiskFix software. I should point out that
these are entirely normal situations which can occur even with brand-new
drives after only a few days use - as was the case with these drives.
Consequently, I would strongly advise anyone recording audio on the Mac to
invest in a good selection of utility software to keep hard disks in tip-top
shape, checking every day for any corruptions or fragmentation, and re-



formatting drives every couple of weeks or so, depending on how regularly
the system is used.

Overall, I found the system to be very easy to use - recording and playback
was extremely straightforward, the editing was pretty flexible, and the user
interface reasonably intuitive. The audio quality of the recording was
excellent, and I just loved the extra tracks - having been restricted to just four
with my original Pro Tools system.

Software Pros & Cons:

Working with the software, I found a number of areas where I felt that
improvements could be made. More or less straight away, I discovered that
'undos' are limited to one level, and (more importantly) are not implemented
for anywhere near all functions. Also, you can't change the display in the Edit
Window to show a waveform instead of blocks or a volume/pan graph, or
access various other features, while the system is playing back. While I was
checking out the way the CD demo session was set up, I found that the
routing options can get complex enough to be confusing, so I would like to
see some kind of overview of the input, output, inserts, auxiliary, and bus
assignments so that I could always check what is going on here at a glance.

And, for me, the autolocate points are not anywhere near as good to work
with as the Markers in StudioVision or Digital Performer, where you can
name these with plenty of characters, see the names fully, see a complete list
of these displayed in a window, and jump to any marker while the music is
playing! Having said this, the Pro Tools autolocate points can also store zoom
levels or region selections, as well as or instead of location points - a really
useful feature which I would like to see incorporated into other MIDI
software! And why is there no automation for the effects parameters like you
get in the Yamaha digital mixers? This would also be quite useful, and surely
possible to implement without too much trouble!

• Pro Tools III Transport Window showing autolocate points

I noticed that is not very easy to accurately select sections to cut and paste
using Pro Tools III by dragging the cursor over the waveform display in the
Edit Window - for instance, you often can't achieve very good accuracy unless
you zoom in quite a lot. If there was a numerical way to do this so you could
immediately specify, say, bars 9 to 16, or if there was a better way to mark
sections graphically using a grid of ruler lines or whatever, you would be able
to make much more accurate edits much more quickly in many situations. I



also feel that it would be much better if there was a list editor which would
allow you to quickly and accurately adjust the positions of regions
numerically - as you could do in Digidesign's Q-Sheet, one of the forerunners
of Pro Tools, and as you can do in all the popular MIDI sequencers which let
you list edit not only MIDI data but also audio regions.

On the positive side, PTIII does let you 'spot' audio regions to SMPTE 'hit'
points using the Grabber tool, and this works really well! You select Spot
mode, then just grab any audio region from the Regions list and drag it into
any track. When you let go of the Region, a dialog box appears where you
can numerically specify the SMPTE time where the region will appear in the
track. Regions are spotted by their start times unless you have identified a
Sync Point within the region, in which case this point is spotted to the SMPTE
time. Even more conveniently, if you click a region with the Trimmer tool in
spot mode, the dialog window that opens lets you enter a SMPTE time for
either the beginning or the end (depending where you clicked) to be trimmed
to. This is a great way to edit the length of a region to correspond to a
particular hit point. You can also spot regions directly to incoming timecode,
and, using VITC, you can even capture a crawling or paused VTR's time
location - to subframe accuracy if necessary! This feature is obvious good
news for those working to picture, and it is worth noting that the SMPTE sync
options in PTIII are as comprehensive as you would ever want for working to
any type of video or film framerates.

However, on the debit side again, I discovered that the Copy and Paste
commands did not function as I would have expected. For instance, I selected
tracks 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 in the demo session, chose Copy, and up
came the Capture Region dialog.  Then when I placed the insertion point at
the end of the music and chose Paste, the tracks were pasted into tracks 1
through 8. Another time I found that the Capture Region command was
greyed out when I tried to make a new region from various parts of different
regions. Later, Dave LeBolt told me "You do need to separate the regions
before you copy when different region lengths are involved. Pro Tools does
not currently allow you to copy pieces of regions and then paste elsewhere."
Well, as far as I am concerned - it should!

And the tempo mapping feature is simply too primitive! You should be able
to see an overview of your tempo changes at a glance. So why not have a
graphical way to define the tempo map, like in MasterTracks Pro, or a list
editor with sophisticated accelerando and decelerando options like in
Performer and others? And what about a 'tap tempo' option to let you tap
out a tempo map to follow existing audio, or a 'make tempo map from an
incoming click' option to let you automatically create a suitable tempo map to
match a click coming from one track of a multitrack analogue recording
which you wish to transfer to Pro Tools? And what about the automatic
rebarring options which you find in the more sophisticated MIDI sequencers
which let you play in a rubato fashion and then fit what you have played into
a suitable framework of barlines after the event? It would be even better if
you could record pure audio and have the software analyse what you have
played to automatically work out the barlines and tempo for you! After all, if
Digidesign are aiming their software at musicians, they should make it into a
truly musician-friendly tool!



In fact, why not have a full-featured MIDI sequencer completely integrated
with the Pro Tools software! I have almost always chosen to use Studio Vision
or Notator Logic Audio with my Pro Tools 2.0 4-channel system, even for
editing pure audio tracks with no MIDI involved, because the navigation and
editing tools are (on the whole) so superior to those in the Pro Tools
software. I suppose the other way to go is to wait for the MIDI sequencer
manufacturers to integrate the audio features of Pro Tools III more
completely into their software - which they seem to be well on their way
towards doing!

And then there's the question of digital video. PostView is not really too
clever to work with - simply enabling you to play a digital video file back
from within the Pro Tools software, and letting you arrange your music to
play along with this. But AVID have got some very interesting digital video
and audio software which uses Digidesign hardware, and which integrates
the audio much better with the digital video - allowing you much more
freedom and flexibility to edit both audio and video at will. And guess which
company has just merged with Digidesign? Why, AVID, of course! Now the
audio features in the AVID software could stand improvement, and they
don't feature MIDI (unless you count AVID's VideoShop software), whereas
the Digidesign software is pretty good with audio, and pretty useless with
video (not to mention pretty useless with MIDI as well). What I think would
be a great idea is if the guys who design the AVID video software got their
heads together with the guys who design the Digidesign audio software, and
maybe brought in a team from one of the MIDI sequencer companies like
Opcode to cook up a properly integrated piece of software which would let
you work seamlessly with digital audio, video, and MIDI! Now if I was head
of R & D at Digidesign, then that is exactly what I would set my R & D teams
to work on - to produce the truly 'killer' multimedia software application of
the future!

I asked Dave LeBolt to comment on my criticisms, and he told me "We do
have a long list of areas which our users would like us to improve with the
Pro Tools software, including most of the stuff you have mentioned, and we
do intend to address these issues in future software upgrades. However, our
priority at this present time is to implement the new PTIII system features
rather than to improve the basic functionality of the software."

Conclusion:

Do I like it? Would I buy it? Is it worth it? Sure, I like 16 tracks! Of course I
like the flexible TDM system and input/output options! Yes, the Digidesign
Plug-Ins work well and sound great, and various third-party manufacturers
are working on plenty of interesting new plug-ins! But you really need at
least two Digital Farms to get going in earnest, and more would not go amiss.
Also, it could take a couple more months before all the 'bits' are available -
DATa, DIN-R, MasterList CD, PostView, 16-track Expansion kits, TDM for
SampleCell II cards, TDM for NuVerb, third-party plug-ins, compatibility with
Logic Audio, Studio Vision, Cubase Audio and Digital Performer, and so
forth. And, personally-speaking, I would really like to see significant
improvements to the user interface of the Pro Tools software before I would
start using this in preference to Studio Vision or Logic Audio - so I think that
Digidesign ought to assign a much higher priority here. Still, going up from 4



to 16 tracks and getting TDM as well is just brilliant, and much better value
for money compared with the previous system - as long as you need 16
tracks and the TDM features! Of course, for straightforward digital editing, or
to simply add a few audio tracks to your MIDI sequences, you may not need
the new features in PTIII. Nevertheless, for those who simply must have the
latest system or the extra tracks, then there is no contest - it's a 'must-buy'.

Many prospective new users will be considering other systems, and
arguments rage about the merits and demerits of the Akai stuff, the Otari
RADAR, Tascam DA88, ADAT, and competing systems on the Mac or the PC.
Advantages for more ambitious professional studios include the
expandability to 48 tracks, the 888's AES/EBU digital audio i/o capabilities,
and the robust synchronization capabilities using the SMPTE or Video Slave
Drivers.  If you are involved mostly in musically-based projects, where MIDI
often enters the picture in a much bigger way, then you will almost certainly
be using a MIDI sequencer, and other MIDI software. So for me, the clincher
in favour of the Digidesign system is the close integration with the wide
range of Macintosh MIDI and Audio sequencers and other software, which is
not rivalled by any other system on the market today. Chas Smith
commented: "The thing to realize about the Pro Tools hardware with DAE
software is that this is a great platform on which to run your favourite MIDI +
Audio editing software, whether that be our Pro Tools software, or the other
offerings from Steinberg, Opcode, or whoever. One of the latest programs
about to be released is EditView from Synclavier, for instance. All these are
going to be TDM compatible, and will let you bring in the audio from your
samplers, synths or whatever, directly for mixing using TDM - with total
session recall." No other system comes even close in this respect, although
Sonic Solutions are starting to make moves in this direction with their new
low-cost systems, and with their announcement that Studio Vision will soon
be available running on their system.

You might also be concerned about whether your NuBus version of Pro
Tools will be superceded too quickly by a PCI version. On the one hand, there
will be plenty of NuBus 68040 machines around for quite a long time to come
- at least the next couple of years or so, I would think. And the speed gains to
be had using PowerMac native code and the PCI bus are not going to provide
any incredible advantages for audio processing over current systems anyway
- because most of the processing is done in the Digidesign hardware. On the
other hand, it looks like Digidesign are unlikely to make any definitive
announcement of their intentions regarding PCI bus until this becomes a fait
accompli - like PTIII - so who knows! Another factor to keep in mind here is
that a point will come somewhere (hopefully a long time off) in the future
when Digidesign will stop supporting the software to run on the older
hardware - like they have just stopped supporting the original Sound Tools
hardware with the latest Sound Designer II version 2.8 software. Digidesign
really ought to make clear statements regarding their position in relation to
these issues - which are extremely relevant for people deciding whether to go
with Pro Tools or not.

To sum up, the new Pro Tools system offers a major breakthrough in price
and features for Mac-based digital audio workstations. The new system is just
so much more flexible with the extra tracks, expansion options, and new TDM
features, and provides an excellent platform for third-party software from a



variety of vendors. With the SCSI accelerator redesigned and incorporated
into the Audio card everything works much more efficiently, and you need
one less card, which is great news for users of lesser machines than the
Quadra 950 with its 5 Nubus slots. The plug-ins system is being widely
supported by third-party developers, with a whole 'bagful' of interesting
offerings already available, and opens the way for plenty of innovation
'down the line'. For post-production, the system compares very favourably
with its competitors, and for more ambitious MIDI-programming rooms it is
the ideal complement to MIDI sequencers. So, yes, I can recommend the PTIII
system extremely highly, despite a few reservations about the software, and I
just can't wait to upgrade to the new system!

Interview Sessions with the PTIII Team:

I spoke to Digidesign's 'Pro Tools Product Manager', Dave LeBolt, to talk
about the advantages of the new system over Pro Tools 2.0. Dave explained:
"We see PTIII bringing a greater degree of functionality at a far lower price
point. With the in-built automated mixing and effects now available,
musicians will be able to work on much more ambitious recording projects in
terms of the number of tracks they can now afford.

You can do so much more with Pro Tools III. For instance you can use the
internal busses for sub-grouping. So you could take a bunch of input sources,
which could be from external sources or hard disk tracks and then buss these
together into a common sub-master point, then record these to a new track.
Or you could use the same DSP process across that bus sub-master, much the
way you would with an analogue console. For example, with the aux sends
we have 5 send points. With an analogue console, normally, busses are hard
wired on aux sends, so on any aux send there would be a common point with
a gain control for that channel, and you would send from the aux send on
each channel, and return the effects signal to your mix on a couple of faders
or on a dedicated aux return.

With this system you can use internal DSP processing using plug-ins to do
most of your processing internally, or you can send externally via the
physical outputs of your interface to an external device and return as in the
analogue model. The true versatility of this system is that you don't have to
have send 1 going to bus 1, it could go to bus 2, or whatever. You can use the
new 888 interface to connect digitally to external digital processors, like the
Lexicon or Yamaha reverbs. You could also hook up to digital reel-to-reel or
cassette-based machines. So, for instance, a Tascam DA88 has 4 AES/EBU
pairs to let you transfer digitally. We can also do sample-accurate transfers
from ADAT - although you need a relatively new version of the firmware -
4.00 or later. To check your version you just hold 'fast forward' and 'set
locate' together to display this on your ADAT."

I asked Dave about the pros and cons of investing in Nubus-based systems
now, when Apple have announced that the new PCI bus Macs will be
available by Summer '95: "It will certainly take some time before PCI bus
systems really come on-line, even after the first machines appear. I guess that
things will not change much for another 6 to 12 months. If you anticipate that
you will get the benefit of your NuBus investment over the next 6 to 12



months, before the next generation comes along, then you will have made a
wise investment in this system."

Pro Tools III is PowerMac compatible running under 68040 emulation, but I
was curious about whether Digidesign are planning to implement PowerMac
native code: "Digidesign is determined that until the Mac Operating System is
more native, we will stick with emulation. Until the Mac's OS has all native
components, we will not go native, because the speed gains would be
minimal. The system does work fine with System 7.5, of course."

As a SampleCell II owner, I was interested in plans to integrate this more
directly with PTIII. "Digidesign are currently working on the SampleCell II
TDM module which allows SampleCell II cards to be properly integrated into
the Pro Tools III environment. This should be available sometime in the first
quarter of '95. You also get 21-bit resolution from SampleCell in this
configuration which gives you more headroom to work with."

Another question which many people will want the answer to is what models
of Mac PTIII will currently work with: "A free update to version 3.0 software
will be sent to all Pro Tools 2.0 users, so the software will run on the
Macintosh IIci, IIvx, IIfx, Centris 650, Quadra 650, 700, 800, 840av, 900, 950 or
Power Macintosh 7100, 8100 models with at least 12 megabytes of RAM. The
16-channel PTIII hardware is more demanding than, say, a 4 or 8-channel Pro
Tools 2.0 system, so it needs a Centris 650, Quadra 650, 700, 800, 840av, 900,
950 or Power Macintosh 7100, 8100 with at least 16 megabytes of RAM."

Finally, I wanted to know about PostView, so I called Digidesign's
'Information Manager', Tom Murphy, who explained "This is expected in the
first quarter '95 for PTIII, and it will be incorporated into the Pro Tools
software as a type of plug-in, with a separate key-disk".

The MIDI Sequencers with Digital Audio:

Studio Vision:

A fully-PTIII-compatible version of Studio Vision should be available around
the end of January, soon after NAMM. You can currently use Studio Vision
version 2.08 with PTIII if you choose the Session 8 hardware option, which
lets you address 8 tracks through the 882 i/o (which is virtually identical with
the Session 8 interface) although you won't get access to TDM or plug-ins. At
present there are incompatibilities with the 888 interface, but these should be
sorted out with the new version - which will also feature several new goodies
to compete with the other software in this category. For instance, it will be
fully TDM compatible and will support the plug-ins, plus the Lexicon NuVerb,
directly  from within Studio Vision.

Digital Performer:

The long-overdue Digital Performer version 1.5 is due to be released around
the end of January '95, with the re-designed user-interface introduced with
Performer 5, QuickTime support, and routing for MTC to OMS applications
like Pro Tools - although this will not yet support PTIII.



This will shortly be followed by the next version which should be ready
within the first quarter '95. It will support both PTIII and Session 8 hardware,
as well as TDM and plug-in software. It will also have a bunch of new
goodies, such as timestretching, editing of multiple audio tracks within one
window, and lots of other stuff aimed to put it back at the forefront of this
category

Notator Logic Audio:

The PTIII-compatible version should be ready early in February '95, and will
be sold as a separate software extension to the main program. You will be
able to use TDM plug-ins and it will also feature automation for the plug-ins!
E-Magic will also sell extensions to let Logic Audio work with the Macintosh
A/V computers and the Yamaha CBX-D5.

Cubase Audio:

PTIII support is currently being developed and will be incorporated into the
next update of Cubase Audio which should be available within the first
quarter of '95. Steinberg have also just announced the Virtual FX Rack -  a
package with TDM Plug-Ins for Digidesign's Digital Audio systems. The
Virtual FX Rack gives you a six-pack of useful formerly 'outboard' FX, now
transferred into the digital domain. No Crackle, no Hum - all processing and
patching is done digitally. Cubase Audio users will be able to integrate the
TDM technology completely with their MIDI and Audio recording, fully
controlled from within the program. Virtual FX Vol. 1 includes: 'PANdora' - a
stereo autopanner; 'Halleluja Chorus' - an extra-rich chorus (2 versions: mono
& stereo); 'PlateRunner Reverb' - a stereo reverb; 'Stereo Enhancer' - to
enhance your mix; and 'Y-cables' - for comprehensive mixing & connecting of
Plug-Ins.

OSC's 'Alternatives for The Rest Of Us':

So what can you do if you don't have six grand in your pocket to spend on
PTIII right now, but you want more than the 4 tracks you get with your
existing 4-channel Pro Tools 2.0 - or maybe you don't even have any
Digidesign hardware, but do have a Quadra 840 A/V or a Power Mac? This is
where OSC come to the rescue with their 8-Track and forthcoming 16-Track
Tools for their Deck II software.



• OSC Deck II

OSC do not support PTIII, but the new 16-Track Tool that will allow you to
play back 16 tracks from a 4-channel Pro Tools system with Deck II. In order
to get 16 tracks you will need a preferred configuration, such as a Quadra 840
A/V or a Power Mac 7100 or 8100. You will also need a fast SCSI-2 disk array
capable of 6 Mb/s or more throughput. People with lesser configurations will
get between 5 and 15 tracks depending on their hardware. The suggested
retail price is $199 and the software is expected to ship in the first quarter of
1995. Deck 2.2 is coming out at the beginning of January 1995, and this will let
you play back up to 12 tracks on any Power Mac without additional audio
cards!

Todd from OSC told me: "From our point of view, PTIII is the same old 'xxxx'
from Digidesign! In other words, an insanely expensive piece of hardware
that only a very select group will ever be able to take advantage of. Deck II



version 2.2 is a whole new ballgame for 'the rest of us', because it allows you
to do 12 track work on an off-the-shelf Mac without buying any additional
hardware or A/V enhancement. Our current slogan is 'The Digital Audio
Revolution is over ... Now It's Your Turn!" Nice one Todd!

OSC's OMF Trans•port software is also now available, and this is a file
conversion utility for OMI-compatible workstations. So AVID, Studer Dyaxis,
Fairlight, Sonic Solutions, and Synclavier users will be able to use this
software to let them take session material from their high-end expensive
systems to a much cheaper Pro Tools or Deck system on the Mac, thereby
freeing up their expensive systems for other uses. Todd explained: "What we
are pushing is the 'workgroup' concept where the guys working on the AVID
systems can farm out the audio work to others working on cheaper audio
workstations and then pass these back to the AVID systems for final
assembly." Sounds like a good way of working to me, which I am sure will
appeal to the desktop video users 'out there' making programs on a budget.

I checked out Trans•port on the 16-track Pro Tools III demo I was working
on, and it converted this perfectly into a Deck II file. I was able to replay 8 of
these tracks using my original 4-channel Pro Tools hardware using OSC's 8-
Track Tool with Deck II, and would have been able to replay all 16 tracks if I
had had the 16-Track Tool.

For Technical Support, you can contact Tom DiMuzio on OSC's customer
service line at 0101 617-969-0754 between 8:00 AM and 4:00 PM Pacific
Standard Time.

You can also contact OSC via AppleLink (OSC), INTERNET
(OSC@applelink.apple.com) or Compuserve (OSC in the MIDI Vendor
Forum #3 - type "Go MIDI"), or feel free to use FAX (0101 415 252 0560) or
mail.

Also, look for OSC areas on America Online, The Well, PAN, and the
upcoming OSC customer BBS.

OSC
480 Potrero
San Francisco, CA 94110
TEL 415.252.0460
FAX 415.252 0560

Micropolis 2217 A/V Hard Drives:

Micropolis 2217 A/V drives, as their name suggests, are optimized for audio
and video work. Normal drives carry out 'thermal recalibration' whenever
necessary to compensate for thermal expansion or contraction of the disk
platters. Unfortunately, this can disrupt transfers of time-sensitive data such
as audio or video. The A/V type drives do not suffer from this problem, so
are required for the highest performance.

The 2217 A/V holds 1.7 Gb of data when it is formatted, and is available as an
internal drive, or an external model in a simple box with power supply,
switches and connecters. It is also available in a sophisticated stackable



configuration, as with the unit I tested for this review. This is called the
Microdisk A/V LT System, and lets you stack up to 9 units which all use the
one base and power supply, and stack together very neatly.

The Mac's SCSI bus allows a maximum of 7 devices to be connected to a
single 'SCSI host adapter'. The Macintosh has one built-in SCSI host adapter
which feeds the standard SCSI socket on the back of the computer. To make
use of the extra two drives which you can stack up in this system, you would
need to connect these to a second host adapter. In the case of a Macintosh,
this would typically be on a SCSI accelerator card installed into a NuBus slot.

Installation on the Mac is extremely easy. You first check that you have the
drive (or drives) set to suitable SCSI ID numbers. You have to unclip the front
cover, then loosen a latch on the front of the module to expose the SCSI ID
selector, and set this to a number between 0 and 6 which does not conflict
with any other drive on the SCSI bus. Bear in mind that the SCSI ID of your
Mac's internal hard drive is normally set to 0, so only six more SCSI drives
can be connected, and many Mac's now have at least one additional internal
SCSI drive, such as a CD-ROM drive or DAT backup system, further reducing
the number of external devices which can be used.

Once the SCSI ID is set correctly, you can connect it to your Mac, then power
up the drive and the computer. A warning dialogue appears on the Mac at the
point during the bootup process where the Mac attempts to 'mount' the drive
on the desktop. This tells you that the drive is not a Mac disk, and invites you
to initialise the drive. This standard initialisation creates one partition on the
drive of just over 1.6 Gb.  Partitioning allows you to divide the space available
on the  hard disk into separate areas which appear on the Mac's desktop as
separate hard drive 'volumes'. You could use one partition for your audio,
one for your applications, and so forth. Another advantage of partitioning is
that the management of your files becomes easier and more efficient. Many
small files on a large hard disk take up a lot of disk space because of the way
the filing system allocates disk space. You can save space by partitioning the
hard disk into smaller volumes. You need appropriate disk formatting
software in order to create separate partitions on these drives for use with
your Mac. Examples include SCSI Director, Silver Lining, FWB ToolKit, and
Blue Disk Manager.

Contact Micropolis UK on 0734 751315.

Grey Matter Response Products:

Grey Matter Response announced several new products for Pro Tools owners
at AES. "SysAxe Utilities" adds a number of features to expanded systems.
With the Formatter Base, "hard drives are formatted for optimum use by Pro
Tools, with extra space reserved for larger directories, helping to prevent disk
fragmentation. ...a 'Quick Format' option can wipe a one gigabyte drive clean
and optimize it in under one minute." The package also allows partitioning of
large multi-gig drives and the "hot-mounting" of removables hard drives,
including Syquest cartridges on the SysAxe bus without having to restart the
computer. An optional MO Support Package allows the automatic mounting
of magneto-optical cartriges on the SysAxe and supports a "SysAxe Mode
Switch" which reconfigures the SysAxe for 8 track playback from a single MO.



The MO package does not support any 600/650 optical drives. Currently,
only the 1.3 gig HP 1716 and Pinnacle Sierra mechanisms are supported, and
only when using 512k bytes/sector disks. Support for 1024k bytes/sector
formats as well as the Tahiti MO are forthcoming. Availablility: NOW.

The Media Accelerator (son of SysAxe) is a new SCSI II Fast & Wide capable
NuBus (PCI to be available) card providing sustained transfer rates of up to
20 MB/sec. It has a 4 meg RAM cache for uninterrupted data throughput
while its on-board CPU manages background tasks like archiving and/or
"pre-processing" data for use by digital audio and digital video applications.
Availability: Q2 '95.

Grey Matter Response has a host of useful software and hardware options
lined up for release in '95 including enhanced backup options; custom support
for AVID, Pro Tools, Abekas, Adobe Premier files, and OMF; 8mm support
for MasterList CD (w/PQ info); conversion between industry data formats;
server technology for multi-studio distribution of SFX, dialog, or raw tracks
from a central server; and more.

Contact Grey Matter Response at 1119 Pacific Avenue, Suite 300, Santa
Cruz, CA 95060, USA. 0101 408-423-9361 FAX: 0101 408-423-7324

THE PRO TOOLS III SYSTEM:

Pro Tools III is sold as a "core system" plus the choice of an 8-channel
Digidesign Audio Interface.

The Pro Tools III Core System consists of: 1 Disk I/O, 1 DSP Farm, the Pro
Tools 3.0 application software, the TDM enabling software and bundled DSP
Plug-Ins, and DAE. The Disk I/O is a NuBus card which supports SCSI hard
disk connection for up to 16 tracks of record/play for one or more hard disks,
as well as support for one 8 channel audio interface; The DSP Farm is a NuBus
card that supplies the hardware processing power for mixing and Plug-Ins;
The Pro Tools 3.0 application software features waveform editing and a
mixing console, and now includes support for the Digidesign ADAT Interface;
The TDM enabling software comes with three bundled DSP Plug-Ins; DAE,
the Digidesign audio operating system, provides platform-wide compatibility
for audio applications and DSP effect Plug-Ins.

The PTIII core system offers 16 digital tracks and support for 8 channels of
system I/O with the required addition of a Digidesign audio interface. Buyers
have the choice of the 882 I/O or the 888 I/O Audio Interface to complete
their system. The high-quality 888 I/O interface has 8 balanced XLR inputs
and outputs, 4 AES/EBU digital I/O for 8 channels of digital transfer, and on-
board LED metering. As an affordable alternative, the 882 I/O Audio
Interface is also compatible with the system. The 882 I/O has 8 balanced 1/4"
stereo phone jack inputs and outputs as well as an S/PDIF digital I/O.

Pro Tools III systems can be expanded to a total of 48 disk-based audio tracks
and 64 analog or digital I/O channels. Disk tracks are added in 16 track
increments by purchasing a Pro Tools III Expansion Kit which includes a Disk
I/O card and a DSP Farm. Each Expansion Kit provides support for an
additional 16 tracks of record/play capability, as well as support for an



additional 8 channel audio interface. In order to add channels of I/O without
adding disk tracks, customers can purchase the new Digidesign Bridge I/O, a
NuBus card that connects into the Digidesign TDM Bus and provides an
additional eight channels of System I/O when connected to an 888 I/O or 882
I/O Audio Interface. Customers can mix Pro Tools III Expansion Kits, Bridge
I/O cards, and both audio interfaces, in any combination desired, up to a
maximum of two Expansion Kits and 64 channels of I/O.

The Interfaces:

These comments from David Clementson were reported in PTnews:

David Clementson previously worked on interface hardware at Digidesign
and now works for Euphonix as head of the Electronic Engineering
department:

"The 888 and 882 are basically interchangeable, and both can be used in the
same system. The differences between the 888 and 882 can be summarized as
follows:

The 888 is a 2-rack high unit which has 8 balanced XLR analog in's and 8
balanced XLR analog out's, each with front-panel gain trim and internally
jumper selectable (i.e. no FET switches in the audio path) +4/-10 levels.  It has
4 PAIRS of AES/EBU (8 channels total) in's and out's; channels 1&2 are
switchable to S/PDIF.  It also has a 15-segment digital LED meter for each
channel with software selectable peak hold and clear (like the PRO I/O had).

The 882 is a 1-rack unit which has 8 analog in's and 8 analog out's. Each is
balanced (yes) and uses a 1/4" TRS connector.  The input and output groups
are switchable to +4/-10: one switch for all of the inputs and another switch
for all of the outputs.  The 882 has only one S/PDIF I/O for Channels 1&2.
There are signal-present indicators only for each channel.  It also uses an
external desk-wart power supply.

Both units use the modern noise-shaping 1-bit ADC's and DAC's, so the
specifications of each will closely match all of the newer conversion products.
The 888, however, inherited some of the design techniques of the original
Audio Interface: no capacitors in the audio path, DC servo input and now
output, etc. The input and output balancing circuits are also improved. These
differences will likely give the 888 an advantage in sound quality over the 882.

The 882 is intended for entry-level systems, and for effect send and return
expansion using the Bridge I/O card.  The 888 is for the more critical main
stereo bus I/O position, and for connection to multitrack digital products.
Both boxes use the Slave Clock synchronization, so the SMPTE Slave Driver
and Video Slave Driver (and other Third-Party products) still offer tape and
video synchronization."

PTnews © Sonic Arts Digital Audio Services, Inc.
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PRO TOOLS PRICE REDUCTION

In addition to the introduction of the Pro Tools III system, Digidesign has
lowered the price of its existing Pro Tools Four Channel core system to
£3706. This system has been renamed the Pro Tools 442 Core system, and
includes a 442 I/O device (formerly called the Digidesign Audio Interface).
Owners of original Pro Tools I series systems can use their current
components as I/O for Pro Tools III providing a clear upgrade path that
preserves their investment.

PRO TOOLS III AVAILABILITY

The Pro Tools III Core System, 888 I/O, 882 I/O and Bridge I/O has been
shipping since November 1994. The Pro Tools III Expansion Kit is expected to
ship in the first calendar quarter of 1994. The Pro Tools 442 System price
change is effective November 9th, 1994.

DIGIDESIGN RETAIL PRICE LIST

Pro Tools III Core System (includes TDM)    $6,995 £5190
    (requires 882 I/O or 888 I/O)
Pro Tools III Expansion Kit (Q1, '95)        $4,995 £3706
Bridge I/O Card                              $1,395 £1035
888 I/O Audio Interface                      $2,995 £2223
882 I/O Audio Interface                       $995 £738
(originally sold as the Session 8 Interface without the mixer)
882 Studio Interface $1,995           £1480
(originally sold as the Session 8 Interface, this includes a 10-way analogue sub-
mixer, etc.)

DSP Farm                                     $1,995 £1481
TDM Module                                     $495 £368

Pro Tools 442 Core System                    $4,995 £3706
TDM Starter Kit                              $2,995 £2223

Session 8 Core System (Mac)                  $1,995 £1480
    (requires 882 Studio or 882 I-face)
Session 8 Core System (PC)                   $1,995 £1480
    (requires 882 Studio or 882 Audio I-face)

Sound Tools II                               $3,495 £2631
Sound Tools to Pro Tools Upgrade             $3,495 £2593
Sound Tools Pro Master 20 System             $5,995 £4448

Audiomedia II                                $1,295 £977
Audiomedia LC                                  $995 £738

Digidesign ADAT Interface                      $995 £738
    (requires accessory kit)
ADAT Interface Accessory Kit                   $195 £145
    (Cabling for Pro Tools only)
ADAT Interface Accessory Kit                   $169 £125



    (Cabling for Session 8 PC)

Video Slave Drive                              $995 £750
SMPTE Slave Driver                           $1,295 £961
Expansion chassis                            $1,995 £1481
ProMaster 20 Audio Interface                 $3,995 £
R1 Remote Controller   (for Session 8)                        $995 £738

SampleCell II (0 RAM) Mac                    $1,995 £1269
SampleCell II (0 RAM) PC                     $1,495 £1109
SampleCell II TDM Module                       $495 £368

PostView for Pro Tools                       $1,495 £1094
MasterList CD                                  $995 £738
DINR                                           $995 £738
D-Verb TDM Reverb Plug-In                      $495 £368
Track-It(converts PT session files to dubbing charts) $995 £739
Sound Designer II                              $495 £368
Turbosynth SC                                  $349 £259
Clip Tunes                                     $195 £145
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